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Bioethics – taking a broad view

 Studies the ways in which decisions in 

medicine and science touch upon our 

health and lives and upon our society and 

environment.

 A branch of Applied Ethics often requiring 

contribution from multiple disciplines 

including law, philosophy, theology, 

medicine, the life sciences, nursing and 

social science.

 Values at stake: human life, the dignity of 

the frail and elderly, just healthcare, bodily 

integrity and the ability to make 

reasonable decisions.

Adelaide Centre for Bioethics and Culture

http://www.bioethics.org.au/Resources/Bioethical%20Issues.html



About the Journal Club

 Topics of interest bringing people from different 

disciplines and affiliations together

 Share thoughts in some depths

 Evolve streams of ongoing discussions

 Previous meetings:

 Proxy decisions and respecting autonomy of elder 

patients

 Medical dissensus and pluralism for end of life care

 Moral distress in nursing

 This one…considering ethical challenges from 

advanced medical technologies in neuro-interventions





Ethical issues from advanced technology (1): 

First genetic engineering, then neural interventions

 “Neuroethics”’ – a term first coined 

in 2002.

 Like genetics, concerns the 

foundations of who we are, “our 

essence”.

 Some new ethical issues are not 

clinical: (1) brain imaging and ‘brain 

privacy’ – monitoring the human 

mind; (2) enhancing psychological 

functions – manipulating the human 

mind



Ethical issues from advanced technology (2): 

First genetic engineering, then neural interventions

 Non-pharmaceutical Methods for 

altering brain functions rapidly 

moving from laboratory to clinical: 

transcranial magnetic  stimulation 

(TMS), surgery, brain stimulation, 

brain-machine interfaces

 Philosophical – our conception of 

human nature, and ‘human soul’; 

moral responsibility and ‘blaming on 

the brain’; neuroscience edging out 

intuitive or religious views of 

persons.





Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) for 

Psychiatric Illness (1)

 Implants electrodes to specific region of 

the brain implicated in the 

pathophysiology.  Approved by FDA in 

2001 for advanced Parkinson’s Disease.  

Moved on to investigational treatment of 

resistant depression as.  Early trials ls to 

treat OCD.

 Research ethics: Protection of vulnerable 

research subjects and aftercare. Risk of 

abuse.  Informed consent is a real 

challenge.  Sham surgery as control is 

another issue.



Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) for 

Psychiatric Illness (2)

Identity and personhood issues: 

 Self-adjusting or switching ‘on’/’off’ of 

pulse generators? 

 How much change in established 

personality is acceptable? 

 Adverse effects on memory? 





Philosophy of the Mind (or Soul) (1)

 Aristotle: The Human Soul defined by 

human reason and human relatedness.

 The bitter experience from ‘the lobotomy 

years’ – curing a disorder or transforming 

a person to someone who is more 

acceptable to the rest of us?

 Evaluation of objective good and patient’s 

subjective wish not easy – relevant 

assessment is affected by the evaluative 

and observer-dependent nature of the 

judgments.

 Embryonic tissue transplant has been a 

hot topic



Philosophy of the Mind (or Soul) (2)

 Clinical ethics issues: Pressure to 

use experimental treatments.  Long 

term complications may be unknown.

 Cyborgs: part-human and part-

machine complexes developing fast.

 “The technologies of the psyche are 

deeply problematic in that they 

straddle a deep-seated ideological 

divide.” 

 “Don’t play with what lies deep in 

another person.”(Wittgenstein, 1980)



Thank you for your attention


